MYTOPO: NO-NONSENSE MAPPING FOR SERIOUS OUTDOOR BUSINESS
MyTopo’s product and services have been fine-tuned based on more than a decade of feedback from professionals
who rely heavily on maps in the field, from first responders and engineers, to geologists and foresters, to the most
avid hikers and hunters. MyTopo’s software is accessible, powerful and intuitive, and its printed maps are
expedition-ready.
Terrain Navigator (TN) ($99.00 per state) mapping software combines powerful tools and topographic mapping
data in an easy-to-use program. Among the most popular features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easily catalogued collection of USGS/US Forest Service Topographic Maps
1:24/25,000 (7.5 minute series), 1:100,000 and 1:250,000 scale. Alaska is (1:63,360 and 1:250,000)
Search Capability: Quickly find the place you need by searching Geographic Place Names, Lat/Long or
UTM Coordinates
View and print Maps in 2D or 3D
Seamless or With Map Borders: View and print map border information, or use the seamless mode to
turn multiple maps into one.
Create elevation profile for planning or reviewing hikes
Measurements: Measure distances, areas, and elevation profiles instantly
Drawing and Labels: Add marks, lines and routes on top of maps
Print Map on standard desktop printers (up to 11” x 17”)
GPS Tools: Transfer data between your computer and virtually all GPS receivers. Connect a GPS to your
PC to turn it into a moving map display.
Work in virtually any coordinate system: NAD27, NAD83, WGS84; MGRS, UTM and Latitude/Longitude

Additional features available for Terrain Navigator Pro (TNP) ($299.00 per state):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seamless, 1-meter resolution aerial photos: Use aerial photos the same way you use maps, including
printing and adding annotations and downloading for use offline.
1 foot and 2 foot resolution for many urban areas
Street Addresses: Quickly find and display street addresses on maps and aerial photos
Geo-Pins: Organize documents (digital photos, spreadsheets, even web pages) by accurately placing
dynamic shortcuts right on the map
Geo-Tips: Automatically label maps and aerial photos with street addresses, coordinates, elevations,
grades and areas
GIS and CAD Export: Export Maps, aerial photos, elevation models and shapefiles to GIS and CAD
programs including ArcGIS, AutoCAD, Microstation, MapInfo and Intergraph
Print on large format printers

•
•
•
•
•
•

NGS Benchmarks and up-to-date Recovery Sheets
State Plane coordinates
Advanced Tools including range rings by time and distance, area fills and line-of-sight height offsets
Google Earth Interface: Add layers to maps and photos and view them in Google Earth
Public Land Survey System overlay for western states
Township and Range Search/Overlay

US Streets Module ($299.00) is a module for Terrain Navigator Pro that overlays streets and street names on
aerial photos and topographic maps; display and print routes and driving directions; calculate estimated driving
time and distance:
Team Tracker (MSRP $599.00) is a module for Terrain Navigator Pro that allows the software to become a tracking
center for field operations, plotting the exact location of GPS microphone- equipped team members in real-time
on topographic maps and/ or aerial photographs. Among the key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plot position of GPS microphone equipped team members from the base station
Color code each team for easy tracking
Read team relayed positions in real time or at pre-set time intervals—your choice
Set alarms to notify base station if a remote unit has not checked in or moved in a set period of time
Receive and display text message sentences relayed from remote units
Log data received from remote units to view as a project post incident

Emergency Management Symbol Pack (MSRP $299.00) is a module for Terrain Navigator Pro that installs a palette
of hundreds of lines and symbols commonly used by first responders to allow field personnel with basic computer
skills to add fire lines, Incident Command Center symbols, and other first response standardized symbols to
topographic and aerial maps.
MyTopo Print-on-Demand Service: Since 1999, MyTopo has been a leading provider of navigation-ready maps
with its innovative, online map design center. MyTopo provides high-quality, custom maps at an affordable price.
Maps start at $9.95. MyTopo invites you to tailor-make a custom-centered map for your next adventure.
•
•
•
•

Durable, waterproof paper
High-quality laminates
Navigation-ready features
Print and ship within 24 hours

MyTopo topographic maps are derived from data provided by the US Geological Survey, the US Forest Service,
Natural Resources Canada, and its aerial maps are derived from imagery provided by the US Department of
Agriculture.
MyTopo Online Maps: Print, save and annotate unlimited navigation-ready maps from your computer/printer for
$29.95 a year, or experience free browsing in a Google-maps platform.
MyTopo is a private company based in Billings, MT. MyTopo provides navigation-ready mapping services, data,
and software for professional and recreational use with a focus on efficient delivery accompanied by exceptional
customer service. For more information, call 877-587-9004 or visit MyTopo online at www.mytopo.com.

